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Last week on Wednesday, the S&P 500 lost more than 3%, followed by another loss of more than 2% on Thursday. These were the last two in a series of down moves – six days in a row –
that left the main US index 6.7% below its previous peak.

Corrections like this one do not happen too often but they are not super-rare either, and they are not necessarily a signal of a fundamental change in the market backdrop. The last time that
markets experienced a drop of this magnitude – a fall of more than 5% over the course of three days – was in February this year, and before that we saw similar down moves in January
2016 and August 2015. None of these events was significant enough to derail the bull-market for more than a couple of weeks.

Of course, the rebound on Friday does not mean that the troubles are over. In fact, it would be surprising if normalcy were to return only a couple of days after volatility doubled. In 2015,
2016 and earlier this year it took two months or more before volatility reapproached pre-corrections levels.

The correction triggered a lot of commentary , which is no surprise given the fact that the current bull market is already in its 9  year and there is no shortage of risks that could bring it to
an end.

There are two obvious questions:

What caused the meltdown?
And more importantly, what can we expect going forward?

No obvious trigger

There is no shortage of culprits for last week’s correction: the steep rise in US bond yields; the anticipated slowdown in global economic growth; trade tensions; the removal of the Fed’s
(liquidity) “punch bowl”; stretched valuations; and President Trump’s attack on the Fed. However, none of the explanations that have been put forward is fully convincing.

Yes, US 10 year treasury yields jumped by 17 basis points in the first week of October, which may have put a strain on equity investors, but yields also had climbed 20 basis points in the
first three weeks of September without preventing the S&P 500 from reaching its all-time high on September 20. It is also worth noting that two largely contradictory stories have been
circulating regarding the negative impact of interest rates: until recently, pundits were concerned about the flattening of the US yield curve because it was seen as a bellwether of a coming
recession, whereas now some commentators see rising long-term rates and a steepening yield curve as the main trigger for last week’s correction.

And for the other explanations: slowing (but still solid) global growth, President Trump’s trade policies, and the Fed’s policy intentions have been known for some time and are, therefore, not
rally plausible explanations for last week’s meltdown. As Barry Ritholtz, a Bloomberg columnist and investor, has pointed out , many of the alleged causes for the correction are simply ex-
post explanations of what are basically unpredictable short-term market movements resembling more a random walk than anything else.

The beginning of the end?

Probably not – although headwinds are getting stronger.

As mentioned before, there is a long list of risks, which – if they materialized – have the potential to derail global equity markets. The US-Chinese trade war; a strengthening of centrifugal
forces in Europe in response to a mishandled Brexit or Italian budget woes; slower Chinese growth, monetary policy errors in the US or elsewhere; emerging market blow-ups; surging crude
prices – to just name the most obvious challenges. Every single event/development one on this list could trigger a slowdown in global economic growth, rising uncertainty and growing risk
aversion.

That said, a number of factors still suggest that the fundamental backdrop for stocks will remain constructive for some more time. Most importantly the likelihood of a US recession during the
next twelve months – the single most dangerous threat to US equities – remains low. The New York Fed “probability-of-a-recession” indicator is below 15% (although it has moderately risen
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as of late). According to a recent survey among US business economists, 56% of respondents see the US moving into a recession in 2020 and 33% in 2021 or later . The recent data flow
has been broadly in line with these forecasts, implying that the biggest threat for US and, therefore, global equities remains only a remote possibility that should not prevent a further leg up.

Second: Consensus forecasts for 2018 and 2019 point to solid earnings growth across developed markets. According to consensus data compiled by Factset, global earnings are
anticipated to grow by 10% in 2018 and by 12% in 2019. And similar to last year (and in contrast to 2014-16) forecasts have been revised up during the course of the year.  In the US, the
main trigger, of course, was tax reform but positive revisions continued in the 2  and 3  quarter.

Third: Due to the solid earnings outlook, valuation has become less of a risk. In an earlier blog this year  I made the claim that investors should not count on a multiple expansion in 2018.
In fact, equities have derated in the course of the year. As a result, according to Bloomberg data, the 2019 earnings multiple in the US is 15.4x, in Europe 12.5x and in Japan 14.3x, all of
which do not look demanding.
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Finally: The recent rise in US long-term yields may even be a positive signal because it suggests that investors have turned more positive on the longer-term growth outlook for the US –
which ultimately is positive for equities , as long as the Fed does not make any policy mistakes.

Bottom line

Last week’s meltdown was a reminder, if one was needed, that stock price movements are not following a one-way street. The number of daily down moves of more than 1% has increased
in 2018, which is a signal that investors have turned more nervous. However, while serious risks are looming (as always, one should add), nothing has changed fundamentally over the past
few weeks that would require a complete or even partial overhaul of our view of the world in general and stock markets in particular. Of course, the main risks need to be closely monitored
and portfolios need to adjust in accordance with incoming data such as the upcoming quarterly earnings and company guidance news but in itself the correction does not justify a move out
of equities.
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